
If I order the direct plug-in version how long is my cord? 
12' plug-in infeed cord

If I order the single in-feed version, how many duplex receptacles will I receive? 
Tables 72"–120" in length include 2 duplex receptacles with the modular power system. 
Tables 132"–240" in length include 3 duplex receptacles with the modular power system.

When do I need to use a bezel?
When Power Matrix is specified on tables with laminate, glass or stone tops. 
and is limited to the glass and metal door options.

Do I need to specify the bezel or will the Power Matrix come with a bezel if it’s needed?
You don’t need to specify the bezel; you’ll automatically receive a bezel if you order a Power Matrix unit 
with a laminate, glass or stone top table.

If I order the dual USB charging option where will it be placed within the Power Matrix?
It will replace one of the simplex receptacles.

Can I replace more than one simplex receptacle with a dual USB charging option for each Power Matrix?
Small and Medium – Dual USB charger replaces one of the simplex outlets.
Large and Extra-Large – Dual USB charger replaces one of the simplex outlets (one per side).

Can I order a polished chrome door and polished chrome bezel together?
Yes, they can be specified by selecting the “-PD” and “-PB” option.

What does “field wired” mean?
Some local electrical codes may require a field wired installation. In such instances, a field wired option may be specified. 
In this configuration, each Power Matrix unit will be supplied with a 6' conduit with a hot, ground and neutral wires.

Is there an International power version of the Power Matrix?
Yes, it can be specified on the medium, large and extra-large sizes by selecting the “-UK” option.

Can I order the dual charging USB with the International power version of the Power Matrix?
No, unfortunately it’s not available with the International power version of the Power Matrix.

Can I order other AAP plates from what you offer in the price list?
Yes, Extron offers a wide selection to choose from.
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